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Abstract. A degree-thresholding renormalization method is recently in-
troduced to find topological characteristics of some complex networks.
As a matter of fact, the applicability of these characteristics depends
on the level or the type of complex networks. Here, a modified version
of this original algorithm is presented to unravel ubiquitous character-
istics of observed email networks and obtain correct understanding of
underlying evolutionary mechanism. Some topology metrics of the email
networks under renormalization were analyzed. The results show that
renormalization email networks have the power-law distribution with
double exponents, are disassortative and become assortative after half
of total renormalization steps, have high-clustering coefficients and rich-
club phenomena. These characteristics are self-similar both before and
after renormalization until half of total renormalization steps, otherwise
are self-dissimilar.

Keywords: complex networks, email networks, topological properties,
self-similarity, renormalization.

1 Introduction

The correct understanding of Internet topology is important to generate real
network topologies, construct accurate network simulation environments and
promote the development of network applications, protocols and routing archi-
tectures [1].

There are three different layers at which to describe Internet topology [2]:
the link layer, the network layer, and the application layer topologies. The net-
work layer topology can itself be seen at five different levels: the IP interface,
the router, the Point of Presence (PoP), the autonomous system (AS), and the
Internet Service Provider (ISP) levels. At the application layer, there are the
World Wide Web (WWW) linkage structure, the email network and the peer
to peer (P2P) topology, and so on. However, some people also assign the email
network as a social network, the WWW as an information network, and the
other level topologies, such as the AS level and the router level topologies, as
technological networks [3].
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In the past decade, the Internet topological properties, especially at the AS
level, the router level, and the WWW of the application layer, have attracted
substantial attention. Research shows that some properties appear at various
level topologies or different type networks, while other properties only exist in
the specific level topologies or the some type networks. For example, at the three
aforementioned levels, the Internet topologies exhibit the properties of the power-
law distribution, the small-world behavior [4][5]. The AS level and the WWW
structure both show disassortative mixing on their degrees [6], and further, the
AS level also has a rich-club phenomenon [7]. Recently, the self-similarity of the
WWW structure had been revealed under a length-scale transformation [8], but
the AS level and the router-level topologies are not self-similar [9]. Even for
them, there have some different properties [10][11].

The properties of the email network were analyzed firstly in [12]. The nodes
correspond to email addresses and the links correspond to emails using data from
server log files. The resulting network exhibits the power-law distribution with
negative exponent γ = −1.81 ± 0.10, and pronounced the small-world behavior
with high local clustering coefficient C = 3.44 × 10−2 and small mean shortest
path length l = 4.95±0.03. Email is currently a most used service of Internet, so
the email virus is widely used as a major form of computer virus. The spreading of
email viruses is dissimilar in networks with different topological properties [13]. It
is greatly facilitated in real email networks with power-law distribution compared
to random networks [6]. With the flood of email viruses in today’s communication
experience, it is important to reveal the other potential properties of the real
email networks and to deeply understand the underlying evolutionary mechanism
of the real email networks that leads to these common properties.

To obtain further understanding of the real email networks, features of the
renormalization email networks (REMNs) based on a degree-thresholding renor-
malization (DTR) method was investigated. In this paper, the average degree,
the power-law distribution, the assortativity coefficient, the clustering coefficient
and the rich-club connectivity with different values of degree threshold of the
REMNs were analyzed.

2 Degree-Thresholding Renormalization Algorithm

Renormalization is a useful method for analyzing the structure and form of a
complex system. Its essence is to change the amount of coarse-graining of the
complex system in measurement, in order to analyze or reveal some features and
laws of the changing process of physical quantities of the complex system.

The box-covering renormalization method was firstly applied to some complex
networks [8]: the WWW, the social network (Actors), the biological networks
(Esche-richia coli and Homo sapiens) and the cellular networks (Archaeoglobus
fulgidus E. coli and Caenorhabditis elegans), and the results show that there
is a power-law distribution of self-similar structure: NB ∼ l−dB

B , where NB is
the number of boxes needed to cover the complex network, lB is the size of the
box, and dB is the fractal dimension or box dimension. A power-law distribution
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for all boxes with different length-scales was found as follows: P (k) ∼ k−γ ,
where P (k) is the degree distribution, γ is known as the degree exponent of the
power-law distribution. However, there are many coarse-graining methods for a
complex network, and the structure of the complex network is self-similar for
some coarse-graining methods but it is self-dissimilar for others [14].

Recently, an attempt of a new coarse-graining method to apply a DTR pro-
cedure to the Internet AS and the social networks (airport networks) and to the
randomized observed networks preserving the degree distribution was provided
in [15], and the results show that degree distributions and degree-degree correla-
tions are self-similar both before and after renormalization with different values
of threshold, and clustering of the observed networks is self-similar, but one of
the randomized observed networks is not.

In this section, a detailed study of the DTR method used to calculate quan-
tity charactering the topology of email networks was presented. For a observed
original email network (OOEMN) G and threshold kT , the REMNs G(> kT )
induced by nodes with degrees k > kT and the hidden REMNs G′(≤ kT ) in-
duced by nodes with degrees k ≤ kT are extracted from G. For kT = 0, then
G(> kT ) = G, and the hidden REMN G′(≤ kT ) = Ø, where are no nodes with-
out links; G(> kT ) = Ø, and G′(≤ kT ) = G for kT > kmax, where kmax is the
maximum degree of the OOEMN. A modified version of the DTR algorithm is
implemented as follows:

1. Assign a unique id form 1 to n to all nodes of the OOEMN, and given a
threshold kT .

2. Apply a two-dimensional array A[xi, yi] to store the link xi → yi of the
OOEMN, xi and yi represent separately the id of a node form 1 to n.

3. Sort the array. Firstly, sort ascending by the value of the first column xi,
and if the value is the same, then sort ascending by the value of the second
column yj .

4. Eliminate the rows for xi = yi, and eliminate the rows for xi = yj and
xj = yi, generate the new array B[xi, yi].

5. Calculate the maximum degree kmax of the OOEMN.
6. Set the row r = 1, the new array C = [ ] and D = [ ]. Repeat the following

until r is equal to the length of the array B[ ].
6.1. Calculate the occurrence number num1 and num2 of the array element

B[r, 1] and B[r, 2], respectively.
6.2. If num1 ≤ kT | num2 ≤ kT , append the array elements B[r, :] to the

array C[ ] of the REMN G(> kT ), else append the array elements B[r, :]
to the array D[ ] of the hidden REMN G′(≤ kT ).

6.3. Increase r by 1.

In Figure 1 a typical example (10 nodes and 13 undirected links) to illustrate
the DTR method was presented. The first graph with kT = 0 depicts the ob-
served original network. The following resulting networks with kT = 1, 2 or 3
exhibit that the method is applied to it, respectively. For instance, in the case
of kT = 3, there is a resulting sub-network with 2 nodes and 1 link after the
method applied to it, and 8 nodes and 12 links are eliminated. The eliminated
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the DTR method

nodes and links constitute a hidden sub-network (10 nodes and 12 undirected
links).

In Figure 2 the method was applied to the OOEMN (kT = 0), and the result-
ing REMNs are constituted for all kT = 1, 2, 3, · · ·, and kmax. Here, the REMNs
in the case of kT = 20, 30, 40, respectively, were given.

 kT = 0  kT = 20  kT = 30  kT = 40

Fig. 2. The stages of REMNs with kT = 0, 20, 30, 40

3 Properties of Renormalization Email Networks

3.1 Data Source

The data source being available from [16] was applied to construct email networks
at the application layer of the Internet. The data source consists of 1133 nodes
and 10903 directed links [17].

After analyzing this data source, the result shows that there is one looping
back link, which is a start point (id=1133) of a link as well as an end point
(id=1133) of the link, and that there are 5451 links, which overlap backward
the others. In this paper, an undirected and unweighted OOEMN with 1133
nodes and 5451 links by eliminating looping and overlapping back links was
firstly obtained, and then the DTR algorithm was applied to it, and to obtain
the REMNs with kT = 0, 1, 2, · · ·, kmax −1. In Figure 2 the REMNs with kT = 0
(1133 nodes and 5451 links), kT = 20 (145 nodes and 887 links), kT = 30 (46
nodes and 151 links), and kT = 40 (11 nodes and 15 links) were mapped with
the pajek (http://pajek.imfm.si/ ).
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Fig. 3. Top: The number of nodes n and links m versus threshold kT . Bottom: The
average degree k and the maximum degree kmax versus threshold kT .

3.2 Basic Properties

The number of nodes n, the number of links m, the average degree k = 2m/n
and the maximum degree kmax = max{k1, k2, · · ·, kn} are the four basic topolog-
ical properties of the REMNs. The first two properties are the approximate scale
characteristic. REMNs with higher n and m are likely to experience more evo-
lution time. The last two properties are the coarsest connectivity characteristic.
REMNs with higher k and kmax are likely to be more robust.

Four basic properties of the REMNs as a function of threshold in the DTR
method was plotted in Figure 3. Here, two new metrics was introduced as follows:
ρnode = ∆n/(nkT ), and ρlink = ∆m/(mkT ), where ∆n and ∆m are respectively
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the number of eliminated nodes and links of the REMN with threshold kT , so
ρnode and ρlink response to the changing trend of eliminated nodes and links,
respectively.

Figure 3 (top) shows that the number of email addresses and links reduce with
the threshold increasing, and the rate of reduction is getting smaller and smaller.
And furthermore the rate of links reducing is more than one of email addresses
in the REMNs with low-threshold. The metric ρnode in the four intervals is
respectively 6.57%, 4.36%, 3.20%, and 2.48%, but the metric ρlink is 4.85%,
4.20%, 3.24%, and 2.49%, respectively. In other words, the structure evolution
speed of the email networks is getting increasingly great.

With the threshold increasing the average degree increases slowly from 10.8
to the first maximum 14.6 in the interval [0,11], and then decreases to 2.7 in
[11,40], and again increases to the second maximum 3 and then reduces to 1
in [40,51] in Figure 3 (bottom). It shows that the average degree is self-similar
in the REMNs with low and high thresholds, but they are self-dissimilar in the
REMNs with middle thresholds.

It is concluded that the identities of the initially infected email addresses are
more important in sparsely connected REMNs with low average degree than
densely connected REMNs with high average degree [13], so the importance of
them increases slightly firstly, and then decreases secondly and increases thirdly
and decreases finally in the REMNs with the threshold increasing.

3.3 Power-Law Distribution

The degree distribution is the ratio of the number of nodes with degree k to the
total number of nodes: P (k) = n(k)/n, where n(k) is the number of nodes with
degree k. The degree distribution contains more information about connectivity
in a given REMN than four basic metrics of topological properties. For example,
the average degree can be derived from the degree distribution.

Figure 4 shows PDFs of the degree distribution of the REMNs with different
threshold kT versus degree k in log-log scale. The results are shown that each of
the PDF of the REMNs with kT = 1, 5, 10, 20, 30 has a maximum value, where
the corresponding degree kinflexion is 2, 6, 9, 10 and 6. The degree distribution
of the REMNs with high-degree k > kinflexion is the power-law with a negative
exponent: P (k) ∼ k−γ1 , and one of the REMNs with low-degree k < kinflexion

is the power-law with a positive exponent: P (k) ∼ k−γ2 . Comparing the curves
with different thresholds kT , it is concluded that the degree distribution with
high-degree in the REMNs follows power-law with a negative exponent and is
self-similar. But one with low-degree does power-law with a positive exponent
and is approximately self-similar.

In the power-law REMNs, a few email users have many links connected to
other email users, while many email users do a few links. The power-law expo-
nent depicts quantitatively the twisted phenomena of the REMNs topologies, and
affects email viruses propagation. An email virus initially propagates faster on
power-law REMNs with large exponent, and then dose subsequently slower than
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Fig. 4. Log-log plots of the PDFs of REMNs with different threshold kT versus degree k

on those with small exponent [13]. As a result, the behavior of email viruses
propagating on REMNs with similar exponents is self-similar.

3.4 Mixing Characteristic

The correlation of the connection probability and the degree from the power-law
distribution cannot be obtained, while it can do from the joint degree distribution
(JDD), which is the ratio of the number of links connecting nodes with degree k′

and k to the total number of links: P (k′, k) ∼ m(k′, k)/m/2. The disadvantage of
the JDD is that it is intuitive, and the network topologies are not differentiated
with the metric parameters. The average neighbor connectivity (ANC) of nodes
can depict the correlation of networks [18]: knn(k) =

∑
k′=1,2,···,kmax

k′P (k′ | k),
where the conditional probability P (k′ | k) is the probability that a given node
with degree k′ is connected to a node with degree k, and the following equation
is shown: P (k′ | k) = k/kP (k′, k)/P (k). It can be used to measure the mixing
characteristic of networks, namely the connected tendency of nodes with high-
degree [19].

Figure 5 (Top) shows the normalized value knn(k)/(n− 1) of the ANC of the
REMNs with different threshold kT versus degree k in log-log scale. The ANC
increases with increasing kT . One of the REMNs with low-threshold kT increases
slightly with increasing k, where the high-degree email addresses are inclined
to connect with other similar email addresses. One of the REMNs with large-
threshold kT fluctuates up and down for different degree k, where the connection
tendency of high-degree email addresses was vivid. The standard deviation of
the normalized value of the ANC of the REMNs with kT = 0, 1, 5, 10, 20, 30 is
0.0015, 0.0018, 0.0025, 0.0057, 0.0124 and 0.0131, respectively.

Figure 5 (bottom) shows that the average value and the maximum value of
ANC increase slightly with increasing kT , and there have the jumping change
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Fig. 5. Top: Log-log plots of the ANC knn(k) versus degree k. Bottom: The average
and maximum values of ANC versus threshold kT .

when kT reaches some value. It is shown that the ANC of the REMNs with
low-threshold kT is self-similar.

The other metrics method of mixing characteristic of networks is assortativity
coefficient liking the following equation [6]: r = (m−1

∑
i jiki − (m−1

∑
i(ji +

ki)/2)2)/(m−1
∑

i(j
2
i + k2

i )/2 − (m−1
∑

i(ji + ki)/2)2), where ji and ki is re-
spectively the degree of two end points of the ith link of the network, and m
is the total links of the network. Figure 6 displays assortativity coefficients of
the REMNs versus threshold. The result shows that the REMNs with kT ≤ 29
are assortative (0 ≤ r < 1), and assortativity coefficient r changes little, so the
REMN is self-similar. The REMNs with kT > 29 are disassortative (−1 ≤ r < 0),
and assortativity coefficient r has big fluctuation, so it isn’t self-similar. Research
shows that the social networks are assortative, and the technological networks
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are disassortative [3]. And in consequence, the REMNs with low-threshold kT

are known as the social networks and the REMNs with high-threshold kT are
known as the technological networks.

The networks with high knn or small r have an excess radial links connecting
email users of dissimilar degrees, and email viruses spread faster in these topolo-
gies [20]. The results show that the spread of the REMNs with low-threshold is
self-similar.

3.5 Clustering Characteristic

The mixing characteristic of REMNs only tells us information about ANC and
the degrees of neighbors for the nodes, but clustering characteristic does tell us
how these neighbors interconnect. There have three main parameters of clus-
tering characteristic: local clustering coefficient (LCC), average clustering coef-
ficient (ACC), and global clustering coefficient (GCC). The LCC is the ratio of
this number to the maximum possible such links: C(k) = 2mnn(k)/k/(k − 1),
where mnn(k) is the average number of links between the neighbors of nodes with
degree k. The ACC is the average value of the LCC [21]: Cavg =

∑
k P (k)C(k).

The GCC is as follows: C = (3×number of triangles in the network)/(number
of connected triples of vertices) [3].

LCCs of the REMNs versus degree k, and clique number and clustering coef-
ficients versus threshold kT were plotted in Figure 7.

Figure 7 (Top) shows that the LCCs can be approximated by a power-law dis-
tribution of degrees for all thresholds. The LCCs of the REMNs with different
threshold are self-similar. The clique number of the REMNs is 3, 2 and 0, and
one of the most REMNs is similar in Figure 7 (middle). The maximum values
of the LCC are much larger than the ACC and the GCC in Figure 7 (bottom).
Although the ACC and the GCC reflect clustering characteristic, there is differ-
ence between them. The value range of the ACC and GCC are 0.16 ∼ 0.35 and
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0.13 ∼ 0.36, respectively. They with kT ≤ 25 increase with increasing threshold
and those with kT > 25 are frequent volatility.

The higher the clustering of an email address, the more interconnected are its
neighbors, thus increasing the path diversity locally around the email address.
It can been concluded that email virus outbreak spread faster in high-clustered
REMNs according to the results in [22], and the spread behavior of email virus
is similar in the REMNs.

3.6 Rich-Club Phenomena

The above properties cannot contain the connectivity of rich email addresses
with high-degree, but the rich-club connectivity (RCC) can do. The RCC φ(r/n)
is the ratio of number of links Er in the sub-network induced by the largest-
degree email addresses r to the maximum possible links r(r − 1)/2: φ(r/n) =
2Er/r/(r− 1). Examples of these observations were provided in Figure 8, which
show that the RCC versus normalized node rank r/n.
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Fig. 8. Log-log plots of the RCCs φ(r/n) versus normalized node rank r/n

The results show the REMNs with the RCC more than 0 have rich-club phe-
nomena and the RCC decreases approximately with node rank increasing, and in-
creases with threshold increasing. The RCC exhibits power-laws for the REMNs
in the area of medium and large normalized node rank r/n, and the exponents
are similar.

In Figure 9 the ratio of rich email addresses of the REMNs to total email ad-
dresses versus degree threshold was plotted. Besides the REMNs with threshold
kT = 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30, the RCCs φ(r/n) = 1, namely the rich email ad-
dresses of the REMNs is a complete connected graph. The ratio of the REMNs
with threshold kT < 26 is approximately similar. The ratio of the REMNs with
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threshold kT > 30 appears in rapid increase stage, and it is not similar. There
are two rich-clubs in the REMNs with threshold kT = 29 and 30.

One can show that REMNs with the same JDDs have the same RCCs. The
converse is not true, but one can fully describe all the JDDs having a given form
of RCCs. Therefore, that the spread of the REMNs with low-ratio is self-similar.

4 Conclusions and Discussion

Various features of the REMNs based on a degree-thresholding renormalization
method applied to the observed email network have been studied. Results show
that the REMNs have various properties which differ from those in other many
complex net-works as follows: positive and negative double exponential power-
law distribution, assortative and disassortative hybrid mixing characteristic, and
which is similar to those as follows: high-clustering coefficients and rich-club
phenomena. It has been found that the properties of the REMNs with low-
threshold kT , where kT is less than half of the maximum threshold of the REMNs,
are self-similar, and those of the REMNs with high-threshold are self-dissimilar.
Furthermore, for REMNs being self-similar, the spread behavior of email viruses
in the REMNs is similar.

The self-similarity of statistical properties of the REMNs can be served as
a general characteristic of email networks as well as giving a further insight
into the understanding of evolutionary mechanism of the real email networks.
Furthermore, it can used to validate existing models and also develop better
topology models.
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